**Cheek To Cheek Dancing Felt To Be Immoral**

```

We, students of the University of Cincinnati, in order to form a more perfect Union, establish justice, insure domestic tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for the University of Cincinnati.

This statement was withdrawn from the record by reporters because the speech of Dr. Boyd Fliwer. The statement was a declaration of purpose from the Constitution Committee for the Abolition of Social Board.

Dr. Fliwer, in his reasons for the censorship of this statement said, "I believe that this sort of irresponsibility in student organization should be stopped."

The 25 visitors are making a nationwide tour to study the structure of American college life. Dreiss confirmed in their interviews and conversations, the visitors are a colorful addition to the UC campus.

"We are especially interested in comparing the organizational ways of the American student with the primitive ways of our young people," said Mr. La Mum Ba.

A group of Samoan natives, using fair means and a fair method, the visitors were interested in the University campus for all time.
```

 достигed the vote on the new proposal was 60-40 in favor. Members of the Student Council were able to return home, said Mr. Nik Kroue Chev. "This has all been very interesting. Samoan students are so apathetic. The difference is, in fact, because they have nothing to fight for. They are the younger people who have all the coconut milk they can drink in their own language. We want to have a vote on this issue of primitive times or need." The Student Council was a very august and sagacious body.

Dr. Fliwer stated: "I believe that this sort of irresponsibility in student organization should be stopped.

The Student Council in its findings stated that the report should be held without delay from public disclosure. In the spring of 1999 the findings would appear as part of an annual publication.

The deans were rated according to several phases of their complex duties. Ratings were given on their execution of their duties. The Student Council would have to report to the student council for the spring of 1999. The findings could not be located. President Langglobe's Swiss bank account was not examined.

Dr. Fliwer stated: "I believe that this sort of irresponsibility in student organization should be stopped.
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**Considered Unnecessary Body**

**Stergipuleudos Announces That IFC Has Been Banned By Student Council**

```

Student Council today passed a resolution by unanimous vote that affect outlaw the Interfraternity Council.

In announcing the move, Council president Jim Stergipuleudos Esq. said, 'This has been building for some time. The violations of power practiced by IFC must be stopped. The move came after a bulletin attempt to impose its decisions compelling the Student Dance on one of the candidates, who remained unnamed in the announcement.

'TFC is, to a great extent, an unnecessary body,' an unsourced remark from Mr. Kasa Voo Boo. "And most of us in the Student Council feel that it will not be missed."

Dean Windicasp, president of IFC, refused comment.

However another source, who asked that his name be not used, stated: 'We are all in favor of something to the Student Council, that's what we're all together. Who do they think they are, anyhow? We are just trying to do our bit, that's all.'

The Student Council could, under its power to arbitrate this contro弈, issue an order to stop the use of the Student Council. However, most of the judges are not in favor of such an order, and the others have refused to discuss the question.

"We cannot, at this time, see our way free to discuss the matter. Once all the facts are in, we will make a statement, but not until then," one of the justices has told the News Record.

"We cannot, at this time, see our way free to discuss the matter. Once all the facts are in, we will make a statement, but not until then," one of the justices has told the News Record.

Dean Windicasp, president of IFC, refused comment.

However another source, who asked that his name be not used, stated: 'We are all in favor of something to the Student Council, that's what we're all together. Who do they think they are, anyhow? We are just trying to do our bit, that's all.'

```

**Cincy Deans Rated; Results Disappear**

Recently the various deans of the University were rated as part of the News Record and College Affairs improvement plan.

The rating service was, in its turn, rated with regards to its findings. This was done prior to the disclosure of these findings.

The Censorship Board which reviewed the report of the Student Rating Committee was a very august and sagacious body of five; President Langglobe, Dean Good, Dean Price, and Wisely decided that the report should be held without delay from public disclosure. In the spring of 1999 the findings will appear as part of an annual publication.

The deans were rated according to several phases of their complex duties. Efficiency of their offices, contact with their faculties, number of complications they can add to the registration system, fullness of their ink bottles, color and amount of hair were just a few of the criteria.

Unfortunately, some of the deans received no rating at all. Certain others were not exactly pleased.

Dr. Fliwer also found that the faculty of the entire College of Engineering, since the payroll since 1919, could not be located. President Langglobe's Swiss bank accounts were not examined.

That last part of the report is a tribute to the brave Student Rating Committee—the last report they ever be of domestic money. **The Inside Infamy**
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In Memoriam . . .
The News Record wishes to record the passing of a dear and beloved friend, whose memory will remain with us in our deepest moments—Freedom of the Press.

“Cool” Staff Changes
Although it is very distasteful, the News Record must comply with the administration on their recent staff changes.

We believe that great wisdom was shown on the part of the administration when the retiring president Langlegeorge was replaced by that tiger for discipline, ex-football coach, Bigg Stud. Stud is an able man to whip this entire student body into tip top condition, even if it means organized practice and work outs 365 days a year.

Assisting Stud as the University vice-president will be ex-chief of police, Officer Keggler. Although we hate to put trust in “he-a-r-say” on campus, a recent source has it that Keggler will also teach the Driver’s Training classes.

Due to the ever-increasing emphasis on science in the field of education, ex-vice-president, R. B. Bichurko, has been promoted to director of the greenhouse on the sixth floor of the biology building; we know heads were used in making this move.

The “big switch” in the University administration also appears to be quite a blow, as Mr. B. Hornback, ex-band Potentate, is to be, I hear, the Driver’s Training classes.

Again, congratulations, and best wishes for continued success in the journalistic field.

B. D. Boofer

Letters

To The Editor:

I would like to commend the News Record on its wonderful coverage of the campus events of the past year. All news seems to have been covered fairly and without bias and editorial comment was thoughtfully and well presented.

Under the able leadership of Mr. Pete Hayden and Mr. Lynn Jones, such controversial issues as the traffic light on Clifton avenues, Larry Goodridge’s cartoons, and Jerry Fey’s column were very well handled.

Again, congratulations, and best wishes for continued success in the journalistic field.

R. D. Boofer

Dear Editor,

I have been making a serious intellectual study and I have found your column, “The Campus Beast,” the most profound and best written philosophical column in the country.

It was a difficult decision to make and close your column. Since the time allotted to Friday afternoon jam sessions in the Grill, it has been predicted that Dr. Brewer will increase the percussion section of the band, since his only previous experience has been knocking pots and pans around in the Union.

That rapidly climbing administrator, George Schmidt, ex-athletic director, was offered his choice of any position at the University; unfortunately, for us all, he declined to go into politics. It is rumored that, although Schmidt is not a Harvard graduate, he will join JFK’s cabinet as Secretary of Athletic Drafting.

The News Record is confident that these strategic changes will maintain the University’s administrative foundation solid. We also predict that better student-faculty relations will arise in the future.

The Campus Beast

It was just another typical day on campus for yours truly; a few violations, a hatchet killing, and a maniac freshman girl who wanted to race me to Lot “M” in her Corvette. I was pulling my round likeable bulk into my mod, likeable patrol car, when a feeling of strange apprehension sent little fingers dancing up and down my chubbly neck. Dusk was approaching and I realized that I had not made my rounds outside the buildings. It was a typical overnight for my easy-going, likable self but on this particular evening my dull, easy-going brain was hatched into a razor’s-edge.

Sure enough, as I neared Mr. Mcken, my keen sight pinpointed a figure outside the dean’s window. I was upon him in an instant, administering a multiplicity of expert holds, gouges, and judo chops. When this proved ineffective, I smashed him with a beautiful silver truncheon presented to me by the Student Court. I reached down to apply the cuffs to him and made two startling realizations: (a) I had forgotten my cuffs, and (b) my violations, a hatchet killing, and good dear myself.

The dean explained that he had forgotten his key and frantically, I found his attitude to be very unpleasant. He cheered up, however, after I applied a neck tourniquet for the ugly gash I had inflicted on his temporal lobe. As a matter of fact, he commended me for my alertness, my swift reaction to a crisis, and finally, for my superb handling of the truncheon. As we walked to the drive, he turned on me again. During the scuffle, someone had stolen his car.

“Don’t Despise,” he bellowed, as he kicked me proudly in my bundle of parking tags. “I can’t be everywhere at once!”

Next week a word about my ingenious new plan to further confuse the chauvin parking situation.

Statue Erected

UC students have donated generously to the “Statue For Mike DiSalle” fund. The statue will be erected on top of the guard house at the main entrance to UC. Students, you’re great Mike DiSalle fans. The statue will be tako of Miss Peach, Ira, Mr. Muscleman, Marcia, and close behind your column.
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Editor-in-Chief Jerry Fey
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Social Editor Venita Kelly
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Not your usual book. A new book packed with all the action, the suspense, the excitement, the mystery, the romance, the intrigue, the danger... A new book that will keep you on the edge of your seat, guessing every move, every turn, every twist...

It was just another typical day on campus for yours truly; a few violations, a hatchet killing, and a maniac freshman girl who wanted to race me to Lot “M” in her Corvette. I was pulling my round likeable bulk into my mod, likeable patrol car, when a feeling of strange apprehension sent little fingers dancing up and down my chubbly neck. Dusk was approaching and I realized that I had not made my rounds outside the buildings. It was a typical overnight for my easy-going, likable self but on this particular evening my dull, easy-going brain was hatched into a razor’s-edge.

Sure enough, as I neared Mr. Mcken, my keen sight pinpointed a figure outside the dean’s window. I was upon him in an instant, administering a multiplicity of expert holds, gouges, and judo chops. When this proved ineffective, I smashed him with a beautiful silver truncheon presented to me by the Student Court. I reached down to apply the cuffs to him and made two startling realizations: (a) I had forgotten my cuffs, and (b) my violations, a hatchet killing, and good dear myself.

The dean explained that he had forgotten his key and frantically, I found his attitude to be very unpleasant. He cheered up, however, after I applied a neck tourniquet for the ugly gash I had inflicted on his temporal lobe. As a matter of fact, he commended me for my alertness, my swift reaction to a crisis, and finally, for my superb handling of the truncheon. As we walked to the drive, he turned on me again. During the scuffle, someone had stolen his car.

“Don’t Despise,” he bellowed, as he kicked me proudly in my bundle of parking tags. “I can’t be everywhere at once!”

Next week a word about my ingenious new plan to further confuse the chauvin parking situation.

Waiting in the wings, ready to go...
New Stadium Proposed For UC

Cincy Turns To Big Ten, New Era In

In a surprise move yesterday, officials of the university announced that a letter had been signed by the Big Ten Conference to join the Big Ten Conference and play football in the Big Ten. This changes the football conference to which Cincinnati has been a member since the beginning of the Big Ten.

Athletic director George Smith said that the Cincinnati administration was pleased with the move and that it would be beneficial for the university in the future. The move was made in part due to the financial benefits that come with being in a larger conference and the opportunity to play against stronger competition.

The Big Ten has a long history of success in football and baseball, and Cincinnati is looking forward to the opportunity to compete in these sports at a higher level.

IM MANAGERS

There will be a very short meeting of intramural managers Thursday, April 22, discussing the facts of athletic programs. Also to be discussed will be the tentative intercollegiate IM program.

A hands of Transylvania, the two-point leader in the Mount St. Joseph reserves, and the five-point decision in Lady of Cincin-

nati College, the Cat catcher is set to face the bench with his eyes riveted on the score board.

In a recent interview with Coach Jucker in his office deep within the confines of the other-

wise-deserted old Man's Gym, he expounded conflict statements about the new-completed season:

"Although I may not have a job here next season, I must say that I was deeply disappointed in the play of the UC teams this past season. We can't help but feel that the boys did not put their best in every game, for our only three victories came over our riv-

al, the Xavier Musketeers, by margins of 10, 10, and 10 points. The Musketeers, as it is well-known, were downed by the Texas Tech Roadrunners in the finals of the NCAA Tournament. Xavier plodded through the season with wins over more state schools, Penn State, and Oregon. The Musketeers shed tears after the vic-

tory as Coach McCravy said, "We never thought we had a chance and never expected to get

far.

Xavier returned home with a tick-tape parade and had an of-

ficial burning of all the accumulated stuff collected during the season.

This Week's Sports Card

BASKETBALL
March 31 -- NCAA Semifinals at
Ace Arena, Broken Wheel, Utah: UC vs. Illinois Rock

Ponduk (U, of Perth, El.) vs. the Harlem Globetrotters, win-
ners to meet April 1

WRESTLING
April 1 -- NCAA team finals at
Madison Square Garden UC vs.

D'Amato

TENNIS
April 3 -- UC vs. Pancho's Hot
Shots

BASEBALL
April 3 -- UC vs. Cinder Reds at

Villa, Cuba

April 5 -- UC vs. Cornell Bats

Rules, Rules, Rules

by Norman Aitken

With all the rule changes that have been proposed for college basketball this season, it certainly seems like the sport is in need of a major revamping.

Most rule change proponents believe that more scoring is the objective to be achieved via a rule change. It should be obvious that college basketball needs more scoring for basketball fans to attend.

This writer agrees with the principle and would like to submit a few suggestions of his own.

One of the most popular is the rule that the length of the basketball court should be shortened to one half its present length. This would eliminate the waist time that is involved in bringing the ball up-court. This will allow for more singles and hence would lead to more scoring.

Secondly, the size of the rim should be doubled and the basket should be lowered to six feet, enabling every player to dunk the ball. This should greatly increase the percentage of baskets made, making it possible for a team to score on 90-100 per cent of its shots.

In addition, there should be a time limit imposed on the team putting the ball in play, but instead of a 30 or 24-second rule, I propose a 10 or five-second rule. This would fill every game with a continuous barrage of shots.

Furthermore, since higher scores are of such vital importance, why not change the permissible field goal to five points for a free throw, instead of the meagery two and one point at present.

Certainly if all these proposals are adopted, collegiate cage squalls will increase in interest, thus greatly increasing the percentage of fans made, making it possible for a team to score on 90-100 per cent of its shots.

Along with the university's announcement that it has joined the Big Ten, the new, 63,000-seat football stadium for UC grid teams.

As a feature for the Home-
coming Queen crowned each sea-
son, a $10,000,000 stadium will be erected on the 50-yard line opposite the press box area. As a reminder to UC football coaches, a gallow (for hanging{coaching} will be put up in the Conservatory of Music, just behind the goal posts on the north end of old Nippert Stadium. This special hanging ceremony will be expected to take place each fall that UC does not win the Big Ten Crown or get a bid to the Bowl.

For all football players who de-
xiren after they have dripped theirselves on the gridiron, an un-
derground tunnel will lead direct-
ly from the locker rooms to the Mem-
orium Dome.

The entire limits effort to save money there will be no conces-
sions stands built in the new sta-
tadium. This idea, a carryover from the Conservatory of Music, will be the forerunner to the College of Music, which will be the major revenue producer for the University.

To sum up, our student body and fans will be able to dream about their future in a multi-million dollar stadium with a seating capacity of 120,000.

Normy's Memoirs

The University of Cincinnati wrestling team will continue tele-
vision appearances despite the re-
view_{nation} with exuberant spectators. Present fieldhouses will become obsolete and new ones will have to be constructed. UC will undoubtedly want to join the Big Ten for added prestige.

The football coach added that the development of the Big Ten stadium will bring more fans to the stadium, giving the team the recognition it de-
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Ye Olde Fey-thless

In an unprecedented attempt to raise the grade average of the male segment of its student population, the University of Cincinnati administration announced last night that the campus would be excluded from the campus area.

The announcement came after a meeting of the faculty and staff was called at the Sylvan General Hospital switchboard, where the sev-

The present situation cannot continue. The members of the faculty will now demand that the university's goal be to accommodate wheel chairs. After all, higher taxes upon the people will bring about a result, higher wages for students working in the Bookstore, a good run-up to Homecoming Days' conclusion. We openly discussed this ad-

Women's Building, the women's dormitory, was converted into a tri-level parking facility. The changeover also caused a lot of complaints from the neighbors surrounding the university. It was in line with the whole general trend of the nation's cities to accommodate wheel chairs.

Ye Olde Feythless contemplates life; sigh, sigh, sigh, sigh, sigh.

Library Leader Hikes Wage Rates In Progress Move

Wages for students working in the Bookstore have been raised from 30c to 35c an hour, effective immediately.

We and all heads of depart-

Constitution

(Continued from Page 1)

Rides for students working in the Bookstore for no other purpose than enjoying the warm, friendly atmosphere of the University Library. Leader.

library leader's wage rates in progress move

We have decided to discontinue UC's annual Home-

coming this fall," remarked President Langmore in a press conference today.

Homecoming.

A way to control the weather, I see no reason for having any Homecoming Days," con-

School newspaper. It was in line with the whole general trend of the nation's cities to accommodate wheel chairs.

A news conference was called, followed by a vote of no-confidence in the me-

A way to control the weather, I see no reason for having any Homecoming Days," con-
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